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Dynamics of CD4+ T Cell Responses against *Listeria monocytogenes*

Frederik Graw,* K. Scott Weber, † Paul M. Allen, † and Alan S. Perelson*

The generation of CD4+ T cell memory cells is poorly understood. Recently, two different murine CD4+ TCR transgenic T cell lines, LLO118 and LLO56, both specific for the same epitope but differing in their expression level of the cell surface protein CD5, were generated. Notably, these cell lines showed different behavior upon primary and secondary exposure to *Listeria monocytogenes*. Whereas LLO118 showed a stronger primary response and generated more robust CD8+ T cell help upon secondary exposure, LLO56 CD4+ T cells had a dramatically better recall response. Using different mathematical models, we analyzed the dynamics of the two CD4+ T cell lines in mice during infection with *L. monocytogenes*. Our models allowed the quantitative comparison of the two T cell lines and provided predictions for the conversion of naive T cells into memory cells. LLO118 CD4+ T cells are estimated to have a higher proliferation rate than LLO56 CD4+ T cells upon primary exposure. This difference can be explained by the lower expression level of CD5 on LLO118 CD4+ T cells. Furthermore, LLO56 memory cells are predicted to have a 3-fold longer half-life than LLO118 memory cells ($t_{1/2}$LO56 ≈ 11.5 to 13.9 d). Although both cell lines differ in their memory capabilities, our analysis indicates no difference in the rate at which memory cells are generated. Our results show that different CD5 expression levels influence the proliferation dynamics of activated naive CD4+ T cells while leaving the conversion rate of those cells into memory cells unaffected.

One of the most important features of the adaptive immune system is its ability to remember previous infections. A population of memory T cells characterized by a long half-life is maintained after the clearance of an infection giving lifelong immunity to certain infectious agents. The pathways by which memory cells are generated are only incompletely understood (1, 2). Understanding the mechanisms underlying the generation of Ag-specific memory T cells would allow us to improve the development of effective vaccines (3, 4).

CD4+ T cells play an important role in immunity providing immune responses against extracellular pathogens and influencing the generation and survival of memory CD8+ T cells (5–10). Once activated upon infection, CD4+ T cells fully differentiate into effector cells from which they can further differentiate into a memory phenotype (11, 12). In contrast to CD8+ T cells, where specific memory precursor cells could be determined based on cellular markers (T-bet, CD27, IL-7R) (13), there are as yet no defined precursor cells for memory CD4+ T cells. The markers used for CD8+ T cells seem not to work for CD4+ T cells. Recent experimental studies showed that there might be several pathways by which CD4+ T cells develop a memory phenotype (reviewed in Refs. 14, 15).

In this study, we analyzed the dynamics of two different CD4+ TCR transgenic (Tg) T cell lines in mice, LLO118 and LLO56, during primary and secondary responses to infection by *Listeria monocytogenes*. Both LLO118 and LLO56 are specific for the same epitope listeriolysin (190–205) but may have different affinities for the epitope when presented on MHC. The two types of Tg mice have significantly different in vivo responses. LLO56 CD4+ T cells have a superior CD4+ T cell recall response upon secondary infection, whereas LLO118 CD4+ T cells proliferate more strongly during primary infection and provide better help to CD8+ T cells in secondary infections (16). Experimental analysis revealed that both cell populations differed in their CD5 expression, with LLO118 expressing much lower levels of CD5 than LLO56 (16).

CD5 is a transmembrane protein expressed on the surface of T cells and a subset of B cells. This protein is associated with a negative regulation of TCR signaling, inhibiting the activation and proliferation of T cells (17–19). As such it plays a role during thymocyte selection; cells with high affinity for self-antigen up-regulate CD5 expression (20). CD5 expression on T cells is observed to be regulated by TCR avidity (20). High expression levels of CD5 on naive T cells inhibit cell proliferation, and T cells from CD5-deficient mice are hyperresponsive to stimulation through the TCR (17). In contrast, a recent study found that naive CD8+CD5hi T cells were more responsive to IL-7–driven homeostatic proliferation in vitro (21).

Using previously published mathematical models and extensions thereof to study the proliferation dynamics of T lymphocytes (22–24), we examine the dynamics of LLO118 and LLO56 CD4+ T cells during *L. monocytogenes* infection of mice. Our analysis reveals that LLO118 CD4+ T cells have a higher proliferation rate than LLO56 CD4+ T cells. This difference in the proliferation rates can be explained by the difference in CD5 expression levels between these cell lines. Although we did not find evidence for a difference in the memory generation rates between the two cell lines, our models predict that memory LLO56 CD4+ T cells have an approximately three times longer average half-life than LLO118 memory cells, with $t_{1/2}$LO118 ≈ 4.3 to 5 d and $t_{1/2}$LO56 ≈ 11.5 to 13.9 d. This leads to a better maintenance of the LLO56
cell population at later time points explaining the better response of this cell type upon secondary infection (16). These results quantitatively corroborate the hypothesis that TCR-signaling regulation by CD5 is responsible for the different proliferation dynamics that were observed for different subsets of CD4+ T cells upon primary infection (16). In addition, a cell line expressing higher levels of CD5 during primary infection is predicted to lead to a longer sustained memory response than one showing stronger proliferation dynamics during primary infection due to lower CD5 expression levels.

Materials and Methods

Data

The LLO118 and LLO56 TCR Tg lines, specific for listeriolysin (190–205) (LLO<sub>190-205</sub> β1-A<sup>2</sup>), were made from T cell hybridomas generated from L. monocytogenes-infected mice (16). LLO118 and LLO56 have identical α and β V region usage, which differed by only 15 aa. Single-cell suspensions were made from spleens of LLO118 and LLO56 mice, and CD4+ T cells were purified by negative selection. Then, 3 × 10<sup>5</sup> LLO118-Ly5.1 and 3 × 10<sup>4</sup> LLO56-Thy1.1 cells were cotransferred into naive C57BL/6 mice, which were sacrificed and the number of T cells in the spleen and lymph nodes monitored by flow cytometry and analyzed for T cell surface markers.

Mathematical model

Our basic mathematical model to describe the dynamics of the different CD4+ T cell populations was developed by De Boer et al. (23). Activated CD4+ T cells, A, proliferate at a net-proliferation rate ρ, die with a basic turnover rate δ<sub>A</sub>, and develop into memory cells at a rate r. Memory cells, M, have an average lifetime of β<sub>M</sub>, and usually δ<sub>M</sub> << δ<sub>i</sub>. As the proliferation of T cells is described as being “programmed” after an antigenic stimulation (25–27), we assume that activated CD4+ T cells proliferate during an expansion phase that lasts until the peak of the response at time T. During this time, t < T, no memory cells are assumed to be present. Memory cells are assumed to be developed during the contraction phase of the T cell response after the peak. The basic model is formulated by

\[
\frac{dA}{dt} = I_{T<T}(\rho - r)A - I_{T<T}(r + \delta_A)A
\]

(1a)

\[
\frac{dM}{dt} = I_{T<T}T_\alpha A - \delta_M M,
\]

(1b)

where \( I_{T<T} \) denotes the indicator function defined as

\[
I_{T<T} = 1 \quad \text{if} \quad t < T
\]

\[
I_{T<T} = 0 \quad \text{if} \quad t \geq T.
\]

In this model, T cells proliferate until time T, which determines the length of the expansion phase, and then stop proliferating and either die or develop into memory cells during the contraction phase. Cell death is ignored during the expansion phase or can be implicitly incorporated by viewing ρ as the net-expansion rate rather than the true proliferation rate.

Model extensions

Biphasic contraction phase. As an extension of the basic model, we assume a biphasic contraction phase as formulated in De Boer et al. (23). This extension was included as it was observed that the contraction phase of the CD4+ T cell response to lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) infection could be divided into several phases with a progressive increase in the half-life of the cells (23, 28). Therefore, we assume that after the peak of the proliferation phase at time T, activated cells die by apoptosis with an additional fast contraction rate α for a time period of length ∆. In this case, Equation 1a changes to

\[
\frac{dA}{dt} = I_{T<T}(\rho - r)A - I_{T<T}(r + \delta_A)A - I_{T<T<\Delta}(r + \delta_A)A - I_{T<T<\Delta}(\alpha A).
\]

Continuous development of memory. Recent studies have shown that memory CD4+ T cells develop out of multiple different precursor cells (reviewed in 14, 15). Memory CD4+ T cells can develop out of differentiated CD4+ effector T cells (11, 12). However, it is also suggested that asymmetric distribution of receptors and effector molecules during cell division can result in one daughter cell following the effector pathway while the other one develops into a memory cell (29). To include the latter observations into our model, we additionally allow the development of memory during the proliferation phase for t < T. In this scenario, the model defined by Equations 1a and 1b changes to

\[
\frac{dA}{dt} = I_{T<T}(\rho - r)A - I_{T>T}(r + \delta_A)A
\]

(4a)

\[
\frac{dM}{dt} = rA - \delta_M M.
\]

(4b)

Alternative differentiation pathway. Whereas the basic model given by Equations 1a and 1b mainly assumes that CD4+ T cells progress along the differentiation pathway naive/activated → effector → memory, an alternative model proposed by Lanzavecchia and Sallusto (30) suggests that memory cells directly develop out of naive lymphocytes, and effector cells represent the final differentiation step. On the basis of this alternative differentiation pathway, Kohler (24) proposed a model that considered two types of cells, memory (M) and effector (E) cells. Analogously to the model given in Equations 1a and 1b, the cell dynamics is divided into two phases. During the proliferation phase, memory and effector cells proliferate at a net-proliferation rate ρ, and memory cells differentiate into effector cells at a rate r. After the proliferation phase is terminated at time T, and memory and effector cells die at rate δ<sub>M</sub> and δ<sub>E</sub>, respectively. The corresponding differential equations are given by Equations 5a and 5b.

\[
\frac{dM}{dt} = I_{T<T}(\rho - r)M - I_{T<T}\delta_M M
\]

(5a)

\[
\frac{dE}{dt} = I_{T<T}(rE + rM) - I_{T<T}\delta_E E.
\]

(5b)

Equation 5b can be extended by an additional faster contraction phase where effector cells experience an additional apoptotic death rate α analogous to Equation 3.

Data fitting

All models were fitted to the experimental data using a maximum likelihood approach on the log-transformed cell count data. Parameters were constrained by requiring δ<sub>M</sub> = δ<sub>E</sub>, and all parameters were required to be larger than zero. Fitting was performed in the R-language of statistical computing (31) using the optim-routine. To compare the fit of the different models to the data, we report the residual mean square (MNSQ), which is the residual sum of squares divided by the residual df; that is, the difference between the number of data points and the number of free parameters (32).

Results

CD4+ T cell dynamics

In the basic model, we assume that CD4+ T cells differentiate according to the pathway naive/activated → effector → memory. Activated naive CD4+ T cells proliferate for a certain time T until the peak of the immune response. The peak is followed by a contraction phase in which activated T cells experience apoptosis or develop into memory cells. For a detailed description of the model, see Equations 1a and 1b in Materials and Methods.

To limit the number of parameters that have to be estimated and because data on LLO118 and LLO56 cell numbers are obtained by cotransfer of these cell types into mice, we fitted both cell counts simultaneously. There is experimental evidence that competition between the two cell lines for the same MHC-antigen does not play a role in this experimental setting (16). Therefore, this factor is neglected in the formulation of the models. Although both cell types are assumed to experience the same period of antigenic stimulation, T, we allow for differences in the proliferation rate, ρ, the memory formation rate, r, and the death rate of memory cells, δ<sub>M</sub>, between LLO118 and LLO56 CD4+ T cells. The best estimates for the parameters and the corresponding predicted CD4+ T cell dynamics and original data are shown in Table I and Fig. 1, respectively. We estimate that the expansion phase lasts until T = 7.4 d postinfection, corresponding to the observed peak in the data.
around day 8 postinfection. LLO118 T cells have a slightly higher net-proliferation rate than LLO56 T cells ($r_{LLO118} = 0.99 \text{ d}^{-1}$, $r_{LLO56} = 0.91 \text{ d}^{-1}$) that is statistically significant ($p < 0.05$). Furthermore, the model estimates a higher conversion rate of effector cells into memory cells, $r$, for LLO118, as well as a significantly shorter half-life for the memory cells of this cell population ($d_{LLO118}^M = 0.17 \text{ d}^{-1}$, $d_{LLO56}^M = 0.06 \text{ d}^{-1}$, $p < 0.05$). The significant differences between the two CD4+ T cell lineages with regard to the proliferation rate and the death rate of memory cells stay valid if we either extend the model by assuming a constant development of memory cells even during the proliferation phase (Equations 4a and 4b) or a model assuming the alternative differentiation pathway naive/activated → memory → effector (Equations 5a and 5b) (Table I). However, the significant difference in the memory conversion rates, $r$, between the two cell lines is not found when using either of the two alternative models. All three models perform equally well in explaining the data based on the residual mean square (MNSQ) for all three models; see Table I and Materials and Methods).

### Table I. Parameter estimates for CD4+ T cell dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Model A</th>
<th>Model B</th>
<th>Model C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proliferation rate</td>
<td>$r_{LLO118}$</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.99 [0.97, 1.01]</td>
<td>1.05 [1.03, 1.07]</td>
<td>1.03 [1.01, 1.05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r_{LLO56}$</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.91 [0.88, 0.93]</td>
<td>0.91 [0.88, 0.93]</td>
<td>0.95 [0.93, 0.97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory cell formation</td>
<td>$\delta_{LLO118}^M$</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.20 [0.15, 0.24]</td>
<td>0.03 [0.02, 0.03]</td>
<td>0.31 [0.28, 0.34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_{LLO56}^M$</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.11 [0.08, 0.12]</td>
<td>0.04 [0.03, 0.04]</td>
<td>0.33 [0.31, 0.35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activated cells at $t = 0$</td>
<td>$A(0)_{LLO118}$</td>
<td>Cells</td>
<td>148 [140, 155]</td>
<td>147 [140, 155]</td>
<td>152 [144, 159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A(0)_{LLO56}$</td>
<td>Cells</td>
<td>80 [74, 86]</td>
<td>82 [76, 88]</td>
<td>63 [59, 67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death rate of memory cells</td>
<td>$A_{LLO118}^d$</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.16 [0.16, 0.17]</td>
<td>0.14 [0.13, 0.15]</td>
<td>0.14 [0.13, 0.15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A_{LLO56}^d$</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.06 [0.05, 0.07]</td>
<td>0.06 [0.05, 0.06]</td>
<td>0.05 [0.04, 0.06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death rate of activated cells</td>
<td>$\delta_A$</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.37 [1.07, 1.66]</td>
<td>0.68 [0.61, 0.74]</td>
<td>0.51 [0.47, 0.54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of proliferation phase</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>7.4 [7.2, 7.5]</td>
<td>7.1 [7.2]</td>
<td>6.7 [6.6, 6.8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual mean square</td>
<td>MNSQ</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.381</td>
<td>3.393</td>
<td>3.393</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameter estimates for the basic model (Model A, Equations 1a and 1b), for a model assuming constant memory cell production during the proliferation phase (Model B, Equations 4a and 4b), and for a model assuming the alternative differentiation pathway (Model C, Equations 5a and 5b). The 95% confidence intervals for the estimates are calculated based on the SE approximated by the Hessian matrix. MNSQ indicates the residual mean square for each model (see Materials and Methods for the calculation).

**FIGURE 1.** Data and fitted curves for the CD4+ T cell count of LLO118 (top row) and LLO56 cells (bottom row). The actual measurements for each mouse (gray dots) and the median over all mice per time point (black squares) are plotted for the basic model [Model A, Equations 1a and 1b, (A) and (D)], a model assuming constant memory cell production during the proliferation phase [Model B, Equations 4a and 4b, (B) and (E)], and for a model assuming the alternative differentiation pathway [Model C, Equations 5a and 5b, (C) and (F)]. The total number of CD4+ T cells (T, long-dashed line), the number of activated and effector CD4+ T cells, respectively (A and E, solid line), and the number of memory cells (M, dashed line) are shown.
extension with a rapid apoptosis phase did not change the overall range of the parameter values (Supplemental Table I and Supplemental Fig. 1). This is also the case if we fit each cell lineage separately with different values for $T$, $\Delta$, and $\delta_A$ for LLO118 and LLO56 (data not shown). The fits for LLO56 are generally poorer than those for LLO118 as the variation in the cell count at later time points ($t \geq 10$ d) is larger (Fig. 1).

The CD5 and TCR levels

The cell surface protein CD5 is a negative regulator of T cell activation and is assumed to interfere with cell proliferation and apoptosis (17). Therefore, we examined if the different proliferation rates during primary infection could be explained by the level of CD5 expression on the surface of those cells. The CD5 expression level as well as the TCR level was measured for the different cell lines and given in mean fluorescence units. The corresponding data are shown in Fig. 2. There is a significant negative correlation between CD5 expression and the TCR level on LLO118 CD4+ T cells ($r = -0.697$, $p = 2.3 \times 10^{-4}$, Spearman). We found no significant correlation between these two values for the LLO56 CD4+ T cells over all time points or if data were analyzed separately for each day where enough data points were available ($p > 0.05$, Spearman) (Fig. 3). There was also no significant correlation found between the total cell count and either of the CD5 or TCR levels.

CD5 and cell proliferation

As a high level of CD5 surface expression on CD4+ T cells is assumed to inhibit proliferation, we examined if the difference in the proliferation rates between LLO118 and LLO56 CD4+ T cells can be explained by the lower CD5 expression on LLO118 CD4+ T cells at the beginning of the experiment. To this end, all parameters in our models were fixed to the values estimated previously (see Table I) except for the proliferation rates $r_{LLO118}$ and $r_{LLO56}$. To include the CD5 level into our models, we first assumed that the proliferation of T cells is inversely correlated with the CD5 expression level on these cells. Therefore, $r$ is replaced by $\hat{r}/[\gamma \log(cd5) + 1]$ in Equation 1a, where $cd5$ is the individual CD5 expression level, and $\hat{r}$ is the proliferation rate in the absence of CD5 expression. This approach accounts for a negative effect of the CD5 expression level on the cell prolifera-

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)

**FIGURE 2.** The measured TCR and CD5 levels for the two different CD4+ T cell lines [LLO118 (A) and (B); LLO56 (C) and (D)]. Both values are given in mean fluorescence units (m.f.u.). The individual values for each mouse (gray dots) and the average over all mice per time point (black squares) are shown.

![Figure 3](https://example.com/figure3.png)

**FIGURE 3.** The CD5 expression level measured in mean fluorescence units (m.f.u.) plotted against the TCR level separately for LLO118 (A) and LLO56 (B). Each point represents one mouse. Symbols indicate the different time points at which mice were sampled. There is a significant correlation between CD5 and TCR levels for LLO118 over all time points ($r = -0.697$, $p = 2.3 \times 10^{-4}$, Spearman). No correlation was found for LLO56 ($r = -0.136$, $p = 0.53$, Spearman).
tion rate, where γ denotes a scaling constant. We log-transformed the individual CD5 expression levels as the CD5 mean fluorescence intensity can vary by more than two orders of magnitude (Fig. 2). Fitting these revised models to the data, we find no significant difference between the proliferation rates, ρ, of LLO118 and LLO56 CD4+ T cells in the absence of CD5 modulation in any of the models analyzed (Table II). This suggests that the differences in the proliferation rate ρ reported in Table I were due to differences in the CD5 expression level.

**TCR level and memory survival**

Especially at later time points after the peak of the T cell response around day 8 after the infection, the mean TCR level on LLO118 CD4+ T cells is significantly lower than the TCR level expressed by LLO56 CD4+ T cells (p = 0.003, paired Wilcoxon test). As CD4+ memory T cells seem to require constant encounter of survival signals to be maintained (28), we examined if the enhanced survival of memory CD4+ T cells is related to the TCR expression level. To determine if the observed difference in the TCR expression level between LLO118 and LLO56 CD4+ T cells is able to explain the difference in the estimated death rates of memory cells (Table I), we replaced δ_M by δ_M/μ(tcrcr)γ+1, where μ denotes a scaling constant, tcr defines the individual TCR expression level, and κ is a Hill coefficient. Thus, we assume that an increased TCR level has a beneficial effect on memory survival. We fitted the revised models to the data by keeping all parameter values fixed to the values estimated previously (Table I) except for the death rates of memory cells δ_MLLO118 and δ_MLLO56. Using this approach, the TCR expression level is not sufficient to explain the significant difference in the memory death rates between LLO118 and LLO56 CD4+ T cells in any of the models analyzed (Table III). Using log-transformed values for the individual TCR expression levels did not change the results (data not shown).

**Discussion**

The mechanism of the generation of memory T cells, especially memory CD4+ T cells, is incompletely understood (14, 15, 33). In contrast to CD8+ T cells, no specific cell surface markers for CD4+ T cells have been identified that are associated with memory or effector CD4+ T cell precursor lines (14, 15). Two different CD4+ T cell lines, LLO118 and LLO56, were recently described to differ in their primary and secondary responses to infection by *L. monocytogenes* (16). Whereas LLO118 generated a much stronger primary response than LLO56 and provided more robust help to CD8+ T cells upon rechallenge, LLO56 expanded more strongly during a secondary exposure to the pathogen. Both cell populations differed in their expression level of CD5 before *L. monocytogenes* infection, with LLO118 showing a much lower expression level of this cell surface protein (16).

In this study, we determined the dynamics of these two different CD4+ T cell lines in response to *L. monocytogenes* infection. Using different mathematical models, we quantified the rates at which T cells proliferate and die. Our models predict the size of the memory population generated and provide an estimate for the average half-life of those cells.

LLO118 CD4+ T cells have a slightly higher proliferation rate than LLO56 CD4+ T cells, with both proliferation rates on the order of ρ = 0.9 to 1.05 d⁻¹. These proliferation rates are in the range of those estimated previously for CD4+ T cells responding to LCMV infection (23). The small but statistically significant difference in the proliferation rates of LLO118 and LLO56 can be explained by the difference in their CD5 expression levels. This is consistent with the hypothesis that higher levels of CD5 found on LLO56 CD4+ T cells inhibit TCR activity and thereby proliferation of these cells. Furthermore, by sorting LLO118 and LLO56 T cells by their CD5 expression level, we could show that LLO118 and LLO56 T cells with identical levels of CD5 proliferated to a similar extent (16). In addition, transferring the same number of LLO118 and LLO56 T cells separately into distinct mice showed no difference in the individual proliferation dynamics of the two cell types in comparison with the original cotransfer experiment (16). This indicates that competition between these two cell lines for the same MHC-antigen does not influence the proliferation dynamics in the experimental setting.

### Table II. CD5 level and proliferation rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Model A</th>
<th>Model B</th>
<th>Model C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proliferation rate</td>
<td>ρ&lt;sub&gt;LLO118&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>d⁻¹</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ρ&lt;sub&gt;LLO56&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling constant</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>log(m.f.u.)⁻¹</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated proliferation rates with the assumption of a positive effect of the CD5 level on proliferation. To incorporate the influence of the TCR level, δ_M was replaced by δ_M/μ(tcrcr)γ+1, with μ a scaling constant, κ a Hill coefficient, and tcr the individual TCR expression level. All other parameters in the model were kept fixed to the values estimated in Table I. The 95% confidence intervals for the estimates are calculated based on the SE approximated by the Hessian matrix. m.f.u., Mean fluorescence units.

### Table III. TCR level and cell death rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Model A</th>
<th>Model B</th>
<th>Model C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Death rate of memory cells</td>
<td>δ&lt;sub&gt;M&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>LLO118</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LLO56</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling constant</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>log(m.f.u.)⁻¹</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill coefficient</td>
<td>κ</td>
<td>1.234</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated death rates of memory cells with the assumption of a positive effect of the TCR level on the half-life of memory cells. To incorporate the influence of the TCR level, δ_M was replaced by δ_M/μ(tcrcr)γ+1, with μ a scaling constant, κ a Hill coefficient, and tcr the individual TCR expression level. All other parameters in the model were kept fixed to the values estimated in Table I. The 95% confidence intervals for the estimates are calculated based on the SE approximated by the Hessian matrix. m.f.u., Mean fluorescence units.
analyzed. Therefore, this factor was neglected in the mathematical analysis.

In our model with a continuous conversion of naive activated T cells into memory cells, we do not see any significant difference in the memory conversion rates between LLO118 and LLO56 CD4+ T cells. For naive CD8+ T cells, it has been observed that the strength of the antigenic signal and the duration of the Ag exposure can influence the conversion rate of naive CD8+ T cells into memory cells (34–36). Weaker TCR signals resulted in more efficient memory formation (37–39). However, it has not been clearly shown how other factors, such as CD4+ T cell help, might additionally influence this conversion (40). If weaker TCR signaling also affects the conversion of naive CD4+ T cells into memory cells, we would expect LLO56 CD4+ T cells to have a higher memory conversion rate than LLO118 CD4+ T cells, as these cells express higher levels of CD5 during the first 8 d postinfection, and CD5 is observed to act as a negative regulator of TCR signaling (17). However, this assumption could not be confirmed by our analyses. For model A, we found the opposite result with LLO118 having a faster estimated memory formation rate than LLO56, whereas models B and C yielded approximately the same memory formation rate for both types of T cells (Table I). Therefore, despite influencing the proliferation rate during the expansion phase, differences in the CD5 expression level seem not to influence the rate at which new memory cells are generated.

Besides the differing proliferation rates between the two cell lines, our models also predicted significant differences in the half-lives of the memory cells, with LLO56 CD4+ T cells having an approximately three times longer average half-life than LLO118 cells ($t_{1/2}^{\text{LLO56}} \approx 4.3$ to 5 d and $t_{1/2}^{\text{LLO118}} \approx 11.5$ to 13.9 d). LLO118 CD4+ T cells dramatically downregulate the TCR expression level after the peak of the immune response. The downregulated TCR expression level on LLO118 CD4+ T cells might be an effect of the faster proliferation rate, which leads to a dilution of the TCR expression level. However, the differences in the half-lives of the two CD4+ T cell lines cannot be explained by the TCR expression levels on those cells in our model. Besides the TCR expression level, the TCR avidity of these two cell lines could also impact the dynamics of the two responses. The effect of TCR signaling on the generation and functionality of memory CD4+ T cell responses is poorly defined and still debated. Several experiments show that CD4+ T cells require high levels of TCR signaling (i.e., higher levels than CD8+ T cells) and long Ag exposure to generate efficient memory responses (41, 42). In contrast, in chronic infections, long Ag exposure can lead to memory exhaustion, and reduced functional avidity promotes the generation of better functional CD4+ T cell responses (43). As we obtain more information on the avidity of these TCRs, we will be able to determine if there is a correlation between the survival of memory cells and the properties of the TCR on those cells. For example, a lower TCR avidity of LLO118 CD4+ T cells compared with LLO56 CD4+ T cells in combination with the lower TCR expression level on these cells could account for these cells getting fewer survival signals and hence explain the significantly shorter half-life that we found for LLO118 memory T cells. Further, the differing half-lives of the two types of memory cells might explain the stronger proliferative response of LLO56 CD4+ T cells upon secondary exposure seen in the experimental data (16). This might simply be a result of the fact that more LLO56 than LLO118 cells survive until the rechallenge with the pathogen.

In contrast to previous analysis done for CD4+ T cell dynamics in mice infected with LCMV, we do not see evidence of a biphasic contraction phase for CD4+ T cells after the peak of the response (23, 28). This might be due to the fact that our data were collected in a shorter time frame (35 d compared with 921 d postinfection for the LCMV study). More detailed and longitudinal experimental analysis is needed clearly to demonstrate the existence of multi-phasic contraction phases for the two CD4+ T cell lines examined.

Our analysis determines and quantifies the CD4+ T cell dynamics for two different CD4+ T cell lines against the same epitope of L. monocytogenes. We show that differences in the CD5 expression level can explain the different proliferation rates of the two CD4+ T cell lines while the rate at which memory CD4+ T cells are generated seems to be unaffected. If and how the CD5 expression level during the proliferation phase might also influence the functionality of CD4+ T cell memory cells (i.e., providing enhanced CD8+ T cell help upon secondary infection) has still to be determined. The generation of CD5-deficient LLO118 and LLO56 mice would help to address this issue in more detail (16).
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